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All participants must be of legal age in the Province, State or Country of residence. Ontario
participants must be 18 years of age or older.
The official results, as posted by the AGCO Judges shall constitute the official and final result
for this contest.
The entrant will endeavor to select 1 horse in the top three in every race.
The entrant will select his or her choice, with an alternate choice for each race. In the event that the
original selection is scratched, the alternate selection will be deemed to be the new selection for the
entrant. If both selections are scratched, then the post time favorite will be the automatic choice.
In the event of a dead heat, all horses in said dead heat for win, place or show shall be deemed
Official winners
Entrants selection must finish in the top 3 (three) to earn a point. If your selection does not
finish in the top 3 (three) you will earn 0 points.

6) The Entrant with the most points or top three finishes at the end of week 4 will be deemed to
have won the Survivor Challenge contest. The winner shall receive the sum of $ 400 (four
hundred dollars) deposited in their HPI account, if he or she is the sole survivor. In the event
of a tie, the $400 (four hundred) dollar prize shall be split evenly amongst all winners up to a
maximum of 10. G e o r g i a n Downs guarantees a minimum payoff of $40 (forty) dollars to
all winners to a maximum of 10. In the event that the contest winner is not a resident of an
HPIBET Market, or the winner does not want to sign up for HPIBET account, an acceptable
prize package of swag decided by Georgian Downs will be mailed to the address provided by
entrant or picked up by the winner at Georgian Downs.
In the event there are more than ten (10) winners at the end of week 4, a draw will be
conducted and 10 of the entries will be drawn and each awarded a prize of $40.
The remaining entries will not receive a prize.

7) All staff of Flamboro, Georgian Downs or the AGCO is NOT eligible to participate.
9) All entries must be entered before the official post time for the first race, on each Tuesday
that the contest is held.
10) Only one entry per person for the entire contest.
11) Entries can be made online only.
12) Contest winners agree to allow Georgian Downs, to use their name and image.
13) Incomplete entries will be considered null and void.
14) Complete listings of daily entries, program pages will be available.
15) Winning contestants will be asked a skill testing question before prize is awarded.
16) By entering the contest you agree to abide by the rules and regulations as set out above, and
your entry constitutes acceptance of such.

